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Abstract: The resolution of 3D structure reconstructed by laboratory nanoCT is often affected by
changes in ambient temperature. Although correction methods based on projection alignment have
been widely used, they are time-consuming and complex. Especially in piecewise samples (e.g.,
chips), the existing methods are semi-automatic because the projections lose attenuation information
at some rotation angles. Herein, we propose a fast correction method that directly processes the
reconstructed slices. Thus, the limitations of the existing methods are addressed. The method is
named multiscale dense U-Net (MD-Unet), which is based on MIMO-Unet and achieves state-of-the-
art artifacts correction performance in nanoCT. Experiments show that MD-Unet can significantly
boost the correction performance (e.g., with three orders of magnitude improvement in correction
speed compared with traditional methods), and MD-Unet+ improves 0.92 dB compared with MIMO-
Unet in the chip dataset.

Keywords: nanoCT; thermal drift; deep learning; multiscale network

1. Introduction

NanoCT has been widely used in chemical, biomedicine, and industrial inspection [1–4].
Researchers study the internal structure of objects non-destructively with the results of
3D reconstruction. However, the focal spot drift of the X-ray source and mechanical
thermal expansion can make the projections drift, which severely reduces the reconstructed
resolution of nanoCT [5–9]. Although significant progress has been made in mechanical
stability, precise alignment at the nanoscale is still stringent, so the drift phenomenon is
unavoidable. Manual correction is time-consuming and laborious due to the randomness
and non-repeatability of drift. Therefore, developing an effective method for the automated
correction of drift artifacts has been of great interest.

Existing artifacts autocorrection is challenging. First, the drift is unpredictable [9], so
the expression for drift is challenging to be explored. Second, the drift occurs throughout
the scan [10], and finding a baseline to correct drift is challenging. Third, other factors (e.g.,
jitter, noise and brightness) render correction challenging.

Many works have been proposed to address the technical challenge. They focus on pro-
jection alignment to achieve correction. The mainstream correction methods can be divided
into three categories. The first method is to add additional markers or phantoms [5,11,12].
The projections are aligned by tracking the feature location of the markers or phantoms.
However, additional markers (or phantoms) may block incident X-ray. The second method
aligns the original projections using the rapidly acquired sparse projections (named ref-
erence projections) as the baseline [9,10,13]. However, the method is time-consuming
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because of the additional scanning. In addition, the correction accuracy may be affected
by temperature variations and jitter while obtaining the reference projections. The third
method uses only the original projections. The method constructs the motion model of the
feature points in projections and corrects the drift by the difference between the ideal model
and the drift model [14–18]. However, the correction accuracy of the method is limited by
the projection truncation and object shape. Since the existing correction methods are com-
pletely projection-dependent, the correction accuracy may be significantly reduced when
the sample (e.g., chip) cannot be penetrated by X-ray at some rotation angles. Manual work
is required after correction so that the angle intervals where X-ray cannot penetrate are
determined, and the drifts are interpolated directly at the angles. Although the operation
can reduce estimation error, the manual operation makes the methods semi-automatic.

Another idea for correct drift artifacts is to process the reconstructed slices directly. In
recent years, deep learning has been successful in the deblurring field [19,20]. However,
two major shortcomings limit their application in nanoCT. First, the drift artifacts are due
to misaligned projections. When using reconstruction algorithms (e.g., FDK algorithm [21])
to restore CT values of 3D structures, misaligned projections can influence the periphery of
the precise location. Since projection drift is random, the effect on CT values is uncertain.
When viewing 2D reconstructed slices, the drift artifacts are the multi-edge representation
rather than edge blurring. Second, it is difficult to construct a reconstructed slices dataset
with drift artifacts; only a small number of labeled datasets can be used. A network with
too many parameters may lead to overfitting and a high computational complexity [22].
Therefore, it is necessary to construct a lightweight network suitable for drift artifacts
correction of nanoCT.

Herein, we propose an improved network based on the multi-input multi-output
Unet (MIMO-Unet), called multiscale dense Unet (MD-Unet), for correcting undesired drift
artifacts in nanoCT. We provide three versions with different parameters (MD-Unet-small,
MD-Unet, and MD-Unet+). Our method can achieve the fastest (MD-Unet-small) and
most accurate correction (MD-Unet+) compared to the existing methods. MD-Unet is
more robust than the traditional methods. MD-Unet-small achieves optimal results with
minimum parameters compared to deblurring networks.

The importance of the study is as follows: first, to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first example of multi-scale Unet being applied to the drift artifacts correction in
nanoCT scans of chips. Second, the proposed method takes full advantage of the potential
of the multi-scale network for feature extraction. In addition, we investigate using a
small number of parameters and new components (e.g., encoder/decoder, feature attention
model, feature fusion block, activation function, and losses) to achieve optimal performance.
Extensive experiments have verified the effectiveness of the proposed components. The
main contributions of this work are as follows:

(1) We propose a deep learning framework for nanoCT drift artifacts correction, which
can directly correct the reconstructed slices without processing the original projections.
Compared with traditional correction methods, the proposed framework completes
the correction in less than 3 s, speeding up the correction time by three orders of
magnitude. In addition, the framework exhibits optimal robustness in the presence of
high noise.

(2) Through the analysis of ablation experiments, we observe that some components
can significantly improve the correction performance of drift artifacts. Although the
components are used for drift artifacts correction in nanoCT, they may lead to new
insights for image correction in other fields.

(3) In the chip dataset, the proposed network achieves superior performance compared
to MIMO-Unet in fewer parameters (MD-Unet-small has 60.4% of parameters in
MIMO-Unet).
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2. Related Work
2.1. Drift Artifacts Correction Method Based on Reference Projections

Drift artifacts appear because of the misalignment of the original projections. Aligning
the original projections with the reference projections is a commonly used method for
accurate correction. The reference projections are sparse projections, which are quickly
acquired after the original projections are obtained. The method was first proposed by
Sasov [9] and was used to correct for thermal drift on the submicron CT systems (SkyScan
scanners). The method of projection alignment is the key because it is related to the accuracy
of the drift estimation. Sasov suggested using the least-squares alignment method [23].
However, when the number of reference projections is large, the correction efficiency may
be reduced. The current common approaches are to use image alignment methods (e.g.,
ECC [24], single-step DFT algorithm [25], SURF [26], and variants of SURF [27,28]) to
accelerate the correction.

The correction framework based on reference projections is challenging to accommo-
date fast and robust requirements. Three main reasons are listed:

(1) Additional scanning (usually 10% of the original number of projections) is required to
construct the reference projections, which can reduce correction efficiency.

(2) Manual work is required to improve correction accuracy when the reference-projection-
based correction method is used to process the chips. Figure 1a shows the scanning
process of the chip. Here, we highlight partial projections with missing attenuation
coefficients. This happens when the chip plane is parallel to the X-ray (or in the
nearby angular range). Existing projection alignment methods may degrade or even
fail because the textures of projections are missing. Therefore, it is necessary to manu-
ally determine the failure interval and interpolate the estimated drift directly at the
endpoints to reduce errors.

(3) When the noise increases, the correction accuracy of the correction framework based
on reference projections can decrease. In some scanning tasks, it is often necessary to
reduce the voltage or decrease the exposure time, which can lead to additional noise
in the projections. However, the increase in noise can reduce the projection alignment
accuracy and cause the drift artifacts correction to fail.
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Figure 1. Chip scanning process and coordinate system. (a) Projections acquired by the detector.
During the scanning process, the chip is fixed on the trestle. The trestle is rotated to obtain projections
at different rotation angles. The missing data (horizontal stripe) arises from the vertical stacking of
tow detectors. (b) 3D coordinate system for reconstructed data.
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Therefore, we recommend correcting the reconstructed slices directly rather than
dealing with the original projections to address the limitations. We establish a coordinate
system with the reconstructed 3D data center as the origin, as shown in Figure 1b. Circuit
layer slices (X-Y) containing information are fed into the network to obtain clear correction
results. Compared with the existing correction methods, the noise resistance and correction
performance of the proposed method are improved significantly.

2.2. Multiscale Network

Multiscale networks essentially embody a coarse-to-fine image correction strategy that
has been applied to image deblurring [19,20,29,30] and image super-resolution tasks [31,32].
A straightforward idea is the stacking of multiple sub-networks, progressively improv-
ing the sharpness of the image from the bottom sub-network to the top sub-network.
Nah et al. [20] proposed a dynamic scene deblurring (DeepDeblur), which cascaded mul-
tiple CNN networks and allowed the multiscale information flow to pass through the
sub-networks, thus achieving coarse-to-fine image blur correction. However, the direct
stacking of networks leads to more difficult training. Tao et al. [29] proposed a scale-
recurrent network (SRN) based on the coarse-to-fine correction strategy, and they shared
the information flow of the previous scale with the next scale compared to the traditional
cascaded network, which makes it easier to train. However, these methods are essentially
stacks of networks, and the computational complexity and memory usage are inevitably
increased. In 2021, Cho et al. [19] proposed a new multiscale architecture to remove image
blurring named MIMO-Unet. The method can input and output images of different scales
in a single Unet, so the network parameters and training difficulty are reduced. Inspired
by the success of MIMO-Unet, we construct an improved network to correct undesired
drift artifacts in nanoCT. The proposed lightweight network (MD-Unet-small) reduces the
parameters of MIMO-Unet by 39.6% and achieves better results compared with original
MIMO-Unet. The correction results of MD-Unet+ improve by 0.92 dB in the simulation test
(compared with MIMO-Unet) and achieve the sharpest result in the actual scanned chips.

3. Method

The process of the proposed correction method for laboratory nanoCT is shown in
Figure 2. The causes of drift are shown in Figure 2a. The temperature inside the cabinet
changes continuously during the nanoCT scan. However, the slow control of the air
conditioning does not keep the temperature stable, so the drift of the X-ray source and the
thermal expansion of the trestle can cause the projections to drift. The FDK algorithm [21]
is used to reconstruct the misaligned projections (Figure 2b). The reconstructed slices
contain severe artifacts, and detailed structures cannot be distinguished (Figure 2c). The
reconstructed slices with the drift artifacts are fed into MD-Unet, which suppresses the
drift artifacts in the slices and produces clear results (Figure 2d).

Conceptually, the proposed correction method is the post-processing of images. The
main development reported herein is applying the designed multiscale network for drift
artifacts correction in nanoCT. The proposed method directly corrects the reconstructed
slices without the complex process of iterations and reference baselines. In this study,
we only correct the circuit layers of the chip (X-Y, the coordinate system is shown in
Figure 1). We adopt the approach based on two considerations: first, the circuit layers
contain more structure compared with side slices (X-Z and Y-Z). Although side slices are
very important, clear imaging of circuit layers has met the needs of chip defect detection in
the industry. Second, the number of circuit layers is usually small, which means that the
useful information for side slices is limited.

In this section, we first introduce the proposed network architecture. Then, the
multiscale mixed loss is introduced.
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3.1. Network Architecture

We adopt the high-level architecture design of MIMO-Unet [19], a U-shaped network
with multi-scale input and multi-scale output, and redesign the components. The proposed
method consists of four parts: (1) multiscale input encoder (MIE); (2) multiscale output
decoder (MOD); (3) multi-feature fusion block (MFFB); (4) multiscale mixed loss. The
proposed network architecture is shown in Figure 3. Given a training sample in the
uncorrected slices, the MIE encodes and fusion the adjacent-scale features (MIE#2 and
MIE#3 encode and fusion; MIE#1 only encodes). We introduce a new feature attention
module, named edge-enhanced feature attention module (EFAM), to emphasize edges
when fusing downsampled features and reduced size features. The MOD and MFFB are
then used to generate the multi-scale sharp slices.

Five main modifications are considered in the network: (1) replace the residual blocks
(written as ResBlocks) with residual dense blocks; (2) replace Relu with LeakeyRelu; (3) use
depthwise over-parameterized convolution (Do-conv) [33] instead of non-1 × 1 convolu-
tional layer; (4) replace the original feature attention module (named FAM in MIMO-Unet)
with the proposed EFAM; (5) replace the original asymmetric feature fusion (named AFF in
MIMO-Unet) by MFFB in the shallow features.

Residual Dense Block Previous studies show that more layers [34–37] can improve
the performance of the network. However, the direct cascade of ResBlocks makes local
convolution blocks unable to access subsequent layers, and the information of all internal
layers cannot be fully used [38]. Residual dense block that combines Resblock and dense
connections has been proved to be superior to ResBlock in super-resolution imaging
task [37]. Therefore, we consider reducing the number of cascades and deepening the
network through residual dense block. We provide 3 versions, MD-Unet-small, MD-Unet,
and MD-Unet+, which use 1 residual dense block, 3 residual dense blocks, and 5 residual
dense blocks, respectively. In Section 5, we test the trade-off between the number of
parameters and the effect of correction.
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Figure 3. The architecture of MD-Unet. MD-Unet inputs multiscale slices containing artifacts (Bi) and
generates sharp multiscale slices (Si). ResBlocks are replaced by residual dense blocks. All non-1 × 1
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features. SCM, MIE, and MOD are shallow convolutional module, multiscale input encoder, and
multiscale output decoder, respectively. Conv and LRelu are Do-Conv and LeakyRelu, respectively.

Depthwise over-parameterized convolution Do-Conv has shown great potential in
computer vision tasks [33]. In our network, Do-Conv is used to replace all non-1 × 1
convolution. In addition, we experimentally verify the significant advantage of using
Do-Conv instead of traditional convolution for result improvement.

Edge-enhanced feature attention module MIMO-Unet proposed a feature attention
module based on element multiplication and addition used to enhance or suppress features
of the previous scale [19]. The proposed EFAM focuses on the edge of the slices because
uncorrected slice edges have more artifacts information. In Section 5, we verify that
this module can effectively improve the performance of the network compared with the
traditional fusion.

Multi-feature fusion block in shallow features In the general multi-scale feature
fusion, large-scale features flow into the small-scale feature, which makes the feature fusion
incomplete when the cross-scale increases, resulting in feature loss. Another way is to
incorporate feature fusion into the network [19], but the fusion mode and the input of
the decoder overlap, resulting in information redundancy. Therefore, we propose a new
multi-scale feature fusion approach, which fuses the final scale information, and the outputs
are a kind of mixed information so that multi-scale information can be fully integrated. We
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fuse the features into shallow features to output multi-scale images. The network can learn
multi-scale information, and there is no waste of scale information.

3.2. Loss Function

We define Ti and Si as ground truth and generated sharp slices on the i th scale,
respectively. To train MD-UNet, three loss functions are used:

(1) Multi-scale content (MSC) loss:

LMSC = ∑i ‖Si − Ti‖1, (1)

(2) Multi-scale edge (MSED) loss, which is used to evaluate the difference between
the generated image and the ground truth on the edge to enhance the expression of the
network in detail:

LMSED = ∑i

√
‖∆Si − ∆Ti‖2 + ε, (2)

where ∆ is the Laplacian operator, ε is a constant value 10−6.
(3) Multi-scale frequency reconstruction (MSFR) loss, which is used to constrain the

consistency between the generated image and the ground truth in the frequency domain:

LMSFR = ∑i ‖F(Si)− F(Ti)‖1, (3)

where F is the FFT transalation.
Finally, the multiscale mixed loss (L) in the MD-Unet can be expressed as:

L = LMSC + αLMSED + βLMSFR, (4)

where α and β are set as 0.6 and 0.1.

4. Experiment
4.1. Dataset and Implementation Details

In order to verify the effectiveness of our method on drift artifacts correction, we
establish a dataset of chip slices. Magnification ratio and exposure time are adjusted to
mitigate the effects of drift on projections, and reconstructed slices are used as labels. The
actual nanoCT drifts measured by previous experiments are added to the projections to
generate reconstructed slices with drift artifacts. The drifts continuously vary and range
from −15 pixels to 15 pixels. The training set is expanded to 1100 pairs of slices through
data augmentation, which has three ways:

(1) Cropping, 0–2% of the edge is cropped with a probability of 0.5.
(2) Scaling, the scaling ratio is 99–101%.
(3) Translation and rotation, the translation range is from −1 pixel to 1 pixel, and the

rotation range is from −5◦ to 5◦.

The validation set consists of 55 pairs of slices that do not participate in training. The
test chips are divided into simulation verification (one chip is shown, named Chip 1) and
actual correction (two chips are shown, named Chip 2 and Chip 3). The scan parameters are
listed in Table 1. Chip 1 is scanned at low magnification and short exposure time, so we add
the drift from the previous measurement for simulation verification. Part of a bee mouth
was scanned in the previous scan. Since the bee mouthpart is not a flat sample (X-ray
can penetrate at all rotation angles), the reference-projection-based correction method was
used to estimate drift. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the projection is used to
achieve sub-pixel translation. Chip 2 and Chip 3 are scanned at high magnification for
actual correction. The nanoCT operates at 60 kV. Chip 2 is scanned at a full angle with an
exposure time of 15 s and a rotation step of 0.36◦. The reference projections are acquired in
3.6◦ steps because the traditional correction methods are used as the contrast. The full-angle
projections of Chip 3 are acquired with 3◦ steps and 15 s exposure time.
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Table 1. Scanning parameters of the chips used to test the networks.

Test Type Chip
Number

Scan Parameters

Voltage (kV) Detector
Size (Pixels)

Exposure
Time (s)

Rotation
Step of

Round 1 (◦)
Rotation Step of Round 2 (◦)

Simulation
Verification

Chip 1

60 1065 × 1030

5 3

Actual
Correction

Chip 2 15 0.36 3.6

Chip 3 15 3

We train our network for 600 epochs, which can make the net fully learn drift artifacts
features. The batch size is 10. The learning rate is set at 0.0001. Our experiments are
performed on Xeon Gold 5118CPU (128GB) and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti (×4).

4.2. Experiments Setting

First, the proposed method is evaluated by Chip 1.
Second, the actual scanned Chip 2 (scan parameters are listed in Table 1) is used to

evaluate the correction effectiveness of the proposed method and the traditional meth-
ods. The chip had been shown in the previous study [17] but on different layers. The
proposed method is compared with the mainstream methods for nanoCT drift artifacts
correction, which are reference-projections-based methods. ECC [24] and single-step DFT
algorithm [25] use projection intensity to align projections. LPM [27] and RANSAC [28]
are variants of SURF that eliminate outliers from the original features (extracted by SURF)
to achieve accurate projection alignment. The number of iterations for ECC is 5000, the
upsampling factor for DFT is 1000, and the threshold for SURF is 200. To evaluate the
robustness of the correction methods, we add additional noise to the projections of Chip 2.
The added noise follows the Poisson distribution to simulate detector noise [39], and three
noise levels (5%, 10%, and 15%) are considered. Here, the noise level is defined as the ratio
of the noise sum to the sum of the projection.

Third, the proposed network is compared with the mainstream and the latest Deblurgan-
v2 [30] and MIMO-UNet [19]. To train fairly, we keep the parameters suggested by the
authors and train the network until convergence. Three versions of MD-Unet are provided:
MD-Unet-small, MD-Unet, and MD-Unet+ have a number of dense residual blocks of 1, 3,
and 5, respectively. Chip 1 is used to test the networks to evaluate the difference between
the correction results and the ground truth. The actual scanned Chip 3 is used to show the
correction effects of different networks. In addition, ablation experiments are considered to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed components. Five components of the architecture
in MD-Unet are evaluated: (1) encoder/decoder. MD-Unet uses dense residual blocks (with
Do-Conv). Here, we evaluate two other forms, dense residual blocks (without Do-Conv)
and ResBlock (8 stacked ResBlocks that are used in MIMO-Unet). (2) Activation function.
LeakeyRelu is used in MD-Unet. We evaluate Relu to demonstrate the positive effect of
LeakeyRelu on results. (3) Feature attention. Traditional element multiplication, element
addition, and FAM used in MIMO-UNet are considered to demonstrate the advantages of
the proposed EFAM. (4) Multi-scale feature fusion. MIMO-Unet fuses multi-scale features
upon completion of coding (this module is named FAM in their work). Here, we evaluate
the proposed MFFB (in shallow features) with FAM and without fusion. (5) Loss. Three
different combinations of losses are evaluated (MSC, MSC+MSED, and MSC+MSRF).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Evaluation of Drift Artifacts Correction on Chips

First, we test the proposed method by the simulated artifacts, and the result is pre-
sented in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the drift added to the projections of Chip 1, which is a
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continuous and stable process. Figure 4b1–b3 shows the uncorrected slice, ground truth,
and corrected slice of the proposed method (MD-Unet), respectively. The uncorrected slice
has multi-edge due to the unaligned projections. In addition, projection truncation during
scanning introduces truncation artifacts, as shown by the green arrows in Figure 4b1,b2. On
the one hand, the proposed method successfully corrects the drift artifacts and faithfully
maintains the slice details of ground truth. On the other hand, the convolution layers in the
network have the smoothing effect on the truncation artifacts and noise of the slice. We
show the 66th lines of the slice profiles in Figure 4b1–b3. The results (Figure 4c) show that
the details of the corrected slice are quite close to the ground truth, and the noise in the
slices (Figure 4b1,b2) is effectively suppressed.
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We validate the proposed method in Chip 2 with the mainstream correction methods
as the comparison, and the results are presented in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the 72nd
layer (the number of layers of the silicon substrate is considered) of the reconstructed
result. Figure 5b1–g1 are the local magnification of the yellow box marked in Figure 5a,
and they are the uncorrected slice, the ECC-corrected slice, the DFT-corrected slice (the
single-step DFT algorithm is simply represented as DFT here, and similarly in Figure 5), the
LPM-corrected slice, the RANSAC-corrected slice, and the slice corrected by our method
(MD-Unet), respectively. Since drifts cause projections to move randomly (left/right or
up/down), slices reconstructed from the unaligned projections contain multi-edge artifacts,
which are distinguished from geometric artifacts and blurring, as shown in Figure 5b1. ECC
(Figure 5c1) and DFT (Figure 5d1) do not achieve the desired correction. LPM and RANSAC
eliminate the SURF outliers and achieve accurate corrections using valid projection features;
their results (Figure 5e1,f1) show sharp edges and clear structures. The proposed method
(Figure 5g1) successfully corrects for drift artifacts, and the correction results are as clear as
those of the SURF variants (Figure 5e1,f1). However, we find that the traditional correction
methods could not completely correct the drift artifacts, especially the details (marked by
the blue arrow in Figure 5g1). To clearly show the detailed information of the slice, we
enlarge the area marked by the blue arrow, and the results are shown in Figure 5b0–g0. The
results indicate that drift artifacts make the relationship of components in the chip difficult
to discern, which is very important in industry. Although LPM and RANSAC perform well
in the overall correction, they are insufficiently processed in the detail part. The proposed
method achieves the clearest results. Further, the local profile of the reconstructed slice,
which is marked in Figure 5g1, is used to assess the correction effect. The profiles (Figure 5h)
show that the DFT achieves a limited correction result, and the ECC even makes the details
more indistinguishable. The profile of the proposed method is close to that of the SURF
variants. It is worth noting that the proposed method does not require additional scanning,
which means that the proposed method saves at least 1500 s (the time of addition scanning).
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Figure 5. Drift artifacts correction of Chip 2. The chip is used in Ref. [13] to evaluate the reference
projection correction. Here, we show the same chip but a different layer. (a) 3D structure of the chip,
the slice of the 373rd layer, is shown. Yellow box and green box mark two local areas, which are
shown in (b0–b2-3) to (g0–g2-3). Here, we only consider the methods of nanoCT drift correction.
(b0–g0) are the local magnification of the area marked by the blue arrow (in (g1)). (b1–g1) show the
local magnification of the yellow box marked in (a). (b2–g2) show the local magnification of the green
box under three noise levels. LPM and RANSAC fail at the 15% noise level, so we fill the uncorrected
slice (b2-3) into (e2-3) and (f2-3). (h) is the local profile of the 307th row marked in (g1).

The slices used for training and testing are derived from experimental measurements
and include noise associated with the actual nanoCT. However, to further evaluate the
robustness of the proposed method, we add different levels of noise (5%, 10%, 15%) to the
projections. Noise drowns out the detailed structure of projections, which degrades the
performance of traditional projection-based methods. The area marked by the green box
in Figure 5a is used to show the correction results of the different methods, as shown in
Figure 5b2–g2. The increase in noise reduces the correction accuracy of traditional methods.
This is well understood because the noise makes the details of the projections lost, which
makes it difficult to align the projections accurately with traditional methods. It is worth
noting that the SURF-extracted features are inaccurate and are completely eliminated by
LPM and RANSAC in the case of 15% noise, so the LPM and RANSAC corrections fail. We
fill the uncorrected results (Figure 5b2-3) into the correction results for LPM and RANSAC,
respectively (Figure 5e2-3,f2-3). The results of the proposed method under different noise
levels (Figure 5g2-1–f2-3) show that sharp edges and convolution layers are effective for
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noise removal. The results also show that the proposed method can robustly correct drift
artifacts even under high noise conditions.

5.2. Network Performance Comparison and Ablation Experiments

We compare the proposed method with the deblurring network (Deblurgan-v2 and
MIMO-Unet). Considering the tradeoff between the number of calculated parameters
and accuracy, we evaluate three variants of MD-Unet: MD-UNet-small, MD-Unet, and
MD-Unet+.

PSNR, SSIM, Runtime, and Params of different networks are shown in Table 2, and the
best results are bolded. MD-Unet+ has the slowest runtime compared to MD-UNet-small
and MD-Unet but completes the correction within 0.15 s (time to process one layer). MD-
Unet+ achieves the optimal correction, and MD-Unet-small achieves the shortest correction
time. MD-Unet-small, MD-Unet, and MD-Unet+ demonstrate the optimal tradeoff between
computational complexity and accuracy. The proposed network achieves optimal results
compared to the traditional framework of deblurring. Compared to MIMO-Unet, the
proposed MD-Unet-small achieves better results with a 39.6% reduction in the number of
parameters. The reconstruction sizes of Chip 2 and Chip 3 are 1065 × 1030 × 12 pixels and
1065 × 1030 × 10 pixels (silicon substrates are not considered). When using the network
to correct Chip 2 and Chip 3, 12 and 10 slices are input, respectively. Therefore, the total
correction times MD-Unet-small, MD-Unet, and MD-Unet+ are 0.990 s, 2.134 s, and 2.398 s.
For the traditional correction methods, the correction time needs at least 1680 s in total.
Therefore, the correction speed of the proposed method is improved by three orders of
magnitude at least.

Table 2. The average PSNR and SSIM of different networks. We employ the standard version
(8 stacked Resblocks) for MIMO-Unet. The runtime and parameters are in seconds and millions,
respectively. Here, PSNR and SSIM are the average correction results in the simulation experiment
(Chip 1, which has ground truth). Runtime is the average time to process a slice in all experiments
(Chip 1, 2, and 3). The runtime is in seconds (s), and the parameters during the training process are in
millions (M). The best results are bold.

Model PSNR SSIM Runtime (s) Params (M)

DeblurGAN-v2 24.946 0.856 0.137 11.70

MIMO-Unet 31.775 0.970 0.075 6.81

MD-Unet-small 31.891 0.970 0.045 4.11

MD-Unet 32.155 0.972 0.097 10.55

MD-Unet+ 32.691 0.974 0.109 16.98

Figure 6 shows the correction results for Chip 3. The uncorrected result (Figure 6a1)
shows a low-resolution result, which is extremely serious because the connections of the
various parts of the chip cannot be identified. Compared with the uncorrected slice, the
result of DeblurGAN-v2 (Figure 6a2) is improved, but the structure and connectivity of the
chip are still unclear. MIMO-Unet achieves a clear result on the overall structure, but the
details are blurred. The proposed method handles the details well, especially MD-Unet+
(Figure 6a6), which achieves the sharpest result. The proposed method directly corrects 2D
slices of the chip. Figure 6b shows the side of Chip 3, 10 slices containing useful information,
and the other layers on the side are silicon substrates (Figure 6c). Further, we evaluate
the corrected slices by image quality metrics. The energy of gradient (EOG) and Vollath
function are considered. EOG contains the gradient information of the image, which is
represented as:

EOG = ∑
M

∑
N
[ f (x + 1, y)− f (x, y)]2 + [ f (x, y + 1)− f (x, y)]2, (5)
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where f (x, y) is the 2D slice of the chip. M and N are the length and width of the slice,
respectively. The gradient for the sharp slice is larger compared to the incompletely
corrected result. Therefore, the sharp slice has a larger EOG. Vollath function is a classic
image quality evaluation criterion, which is expressed as:

Vollath = ∑
M

∑
N

f (x, y)| f (x + 1, y)− f (x + 2, y)|. (6)
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Figure 6. Correction results of different networks in Chip 3. (a1) is the uncorrected slice. (a2–a6)
show corrected results of different networks. (b) is the side slice (Y-Z) of Chip 3. The area indicated
by red lines is the circuit layers containing the information. The green dotted line marks one of the
silicon substrates. (c) Silicon substrate. (d) Numerical evaluation of correction results.

Vollath function reflects the correlation of pixels. The sharp slice has a low pixel
correlation, so the Vollath value is larger. The numerical evaluation results of Figure 6a3–a6
are shown in Figure 6d. Since the numerical ranges of EOG and Vollath do not match,
normalized results are shown. The numerical evaluation results of Chip 3 are consistent
with the results shown in Table 2; i.e., the proposed method outperforms MIMO-Unet in
chip drift artifacts correction.

We evaluate the validity of the proposed components in the MD-Unet architecture by
ablation experiments. PSNR, SSIM, and Params for networks with different components
are shown in Table 3. Firstly, different encoders/decoders are evaluated. We consider two
forms (residual dense blocks without Do-Conv and a stack of eight ResBlocks). Res Dense
block (without Do-Conv) achieves better results than ResBlock, and the introduction of
Do-Conv further improves the PSNR results by 0.32 dB. Secondly, we test the activation
function, and the results show that using LeakeyRelu instead of Relu improved PSNR by
0.27 dB. Thirdly, we evaluate different types of feature-attention models (element sum,
element multiplication, and FAM used in MIMO-Unet). EFAM is used in MD-UNet, and
the optimal effect is achieved. Fourthly, we test the AFF used in MIMO-Unet and without
feature fusion. In the proposed version, we use MFFB in the shallow features. The test
results in Table 3 show that the proposed MFFB is most effective in shallow features
compared to other fusion methods. Finally, different losses are assessed. The results in
Table 3 show that the information in the frequency domain and edges can enhance the
correction results. The proposed loss (MSC+MSED+MSRF) achieves the optimal results.
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Table 3. Ablation experiments for MD-Unet architecture. Here, ResBlock represents the stack of
8 ResBlocks, which is used in the standard version of MIMO-Unet. FAM and AFF are the feature
attention model and multiscale feature fusion method used in MIMO-Unet, respectively. Here, PSNR
and SSIM are the average results in the slices of Chip 1 (Chip 1, which has ground truth).

Block Name PSNR SSIM Param (M)

Encoder/Decoder

Res Dense Block
(no Do-Conv) 31.835 0.970 8.88

ResBlock 31.640 0.970 7.10

Activation function Relu 31.885 0.972 10.55

Feature attention

Element sum 31.820 0.970 10.55

Element
multiplication 31.582 0.969 10.55

FAM 31.925 0.972 10.55

Multi-scale feature
fusion

AFF 32.057 0.971 10.63

Without 31.958 0.971 7.07

Loss

MSC 31.674 0.968 10.55

MSC+MSRF 31.917 0.970 10.55

MSC+MFE 31.695 0.968 10.55

In addition, we evaluate the advantages of the proposed framework by recording
the losses during the training process (500 epochs), as shown in Figure 7. Here, both
MIMO-Unet and MD-Unet use the proposed multiscale mixed loss (Section 3.2). The results
show that MD-Unet has a lower loss.
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Section 3.2.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a deep-learning-based method for the correction of drift artifacts
in nanoCT, which directly corrects reconstructed slices without additional reference pro-
jections. The technique is based on the overall architecture of MIMO-Unet and achieves
optimal performance compared to the existing methods. The test results show that the
proposed network can correct undesired drift artifacts and smooth truncation artifacts and
noise. In addition, the correction results for different noise levels show that the network is
not sensitive to noise.
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This study provides a convenient and fast drift artifacts correction method, which
has two advantages compared to the traditional correction methods. First, the correc-
tion efficiency of the work is high because the network directly corrects the 2D recon-
structed slices, which does not require reference projections, and determines angle intervals
where attenuation coefficients are missing. Second, this work achieves stable and optimal
correction results.

It should be noted that the proposed technique has a limitation. The proposed network
is developed for high-quality imaging of chips. Correction performance may decrease
when the test samples are of other species (e.g., plant and animal tissue). We recommend
that users use the small training set for transfer learning in this case.

Overall, our method is efficient and effective. Any additional correction phantoms or
reference scans are not required. After correction, the drift artifacts in the reconstructed
slices are significantly suppressed. Our network is designed for correcting the drift artifacts
of chips in laboratory nanoCT, but it can also be used in artifacts correction for other devices.
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